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Dear i.r. Steen, 

I do appreciate your card and letter. 
I'vs estsblhihed a eels:rats file for possuble corrections in lost Mortem. In some cases, durins the reproduction process, some fell off. They had been affixed with a special was and perhaps the area of contact was to snall. Your card and letter rill be there is in the future we have to refer to them. 
In time you will come in Post lasrtem to my efforts with it that include my interest-in an honest condensation that could sot sorvivs without thr ba kstoplins of the unabridged version. Here is where your friend at Penguin might have an interest that, aside from distribution in 41gland, could intarsot Lc. 
The y nos also own Viking, which has been hungup on this subject. Of course what the combination of Visins and i'an6-uin could do with an honest condensation could interest me very much. 

In fact, in the hope that such an opsortunity might present itself some tine ago I asked a writer friend who is wel—groonded in the subject if he'd agroo to bo the one who does the condensing. 

I have :::6de an unprofitable arran6eolent to get this ans. the other books in cosnercial channels. I hop.: that when then can be trucked thin will begin. 
While my main and unoelfish purpose is to get them out, whether or not profitably, I elso an in a situation shore I ,d.st conerve every minute. I'm i:ito much rear il th.n you can imagine, any tiring and there is no remissioun in the phlebitis. It Beverly limits wrist I can do, evss the tine I can solnd typing. I went evers sistste t urn find for my many MIA suits to end suppression and expose truth and for further writing. 
So, if I do not respond to whaL does not require response, please bear in mind that this is the reason. Now I have a lecture bureau who has booked a few a searseces. tsitn no income tat is the one diversion from work i can justify: 1 have to survive. I have just returned from ouch a tquite successful) appearance. 
In my hsliS were a publisher like Penguin/Viking to rsally promote a solid nondensation of Post /soften they coull break the case osen. The superficialities in Congress, which are peripheral, do not seem to hold this promise. 
Thansa for year sug6estionz and interest. Please understand I have no time to read ond correct my terrible typing. It is worse because what tine I can sit has to be witL both lags us. Not easy! 

with aincerp thaEks, 

I do appr,:ciat the thoughtdulness and tim—save el' the adresood, stamps.: envelope. 


